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Android: Your phone's default layout serves the right user. If you're left-handed, switch the layout right-to-left at the touch of a button to make it easier to use the device. First you need to get into the developer settings, then you can turn on the layout change. Here's how: Go to the settings of phone.Scroll down until you
see Build Number and click it seven times in quick succession. This will allow you to use the developer's settings (unless they're included yet). As soon as the phone announces that you are a developer, find the Back button to move on to the main settings. At the bottom, right over about the phone, now you'll see
developer options where it hasn't been before. Click on him. Scroll down and tap the box to enable the Force RTL layout direction. Your layout should instantly switch, giving your left thumb a better reach to push whatever you need without much voltage. In addition, you'll see that the direction of the home screen layout
has changed. You'll pull in to open Google Now just like forcing right-to-left (RTL) layouts on Android PhoneArena Realme CEO Madhav Shet just confirmed something very interesting during yesterday's episode of #AskMadhav on YouTube. According to Shet, Realme should release a fitness tracker relatively soon as
the company continues to expand its portfolio. We aim to become India's largest technology lifestyle brand, Shet said. Speaking of fitness groups, I will definitely say it's in the works and you can see one in the first half of 2020. These words are far from a promise, but since they come directly from the boss's mouth, we
expect Realme is very close to being a finished product. Related: The best fitness trackers right now, the Xiaomi Mi Band 4 is pretty much in its class. This is definitely the best cheap fitness tracker you can pick up today, and in xiaomi's case, cheap doesn't mean bad. While there are other cheap competitors out there
like the Fitbit Inspire HR and Samsung Galaxy Fit, none of them are as cheap or as good as the Mi Band 4.Can Realme's upcoming fitness tracker bring some honest, compelling competition from Xiaomi in the sector? Hopefully we'll find out next year. Tagged: fitness trackersRealme Source: Joe Marin/Android Central
Facebook is testing a new user interface for its Android app. The redesign moves the tabs bar at the bottom of the app as a way to improve one-handed use. Updates on the server side cause changes, so you may not see it on your device. In a world where phone screens are not only getting bigger but longer, many
companies have had to take another look at the design of their apps. Play digital (I'm talking about your fingers here) gymnastics with your phone as you tend to pull out that menu Click on this button is quite annoying, and Facebook seems to be finally starting to spit. Source: Source: Supplied On the XDA forums As XDA
Developers reports, the company has been deploying limited redesign tests for its Android app that moves the top navigation bar (it contains a channel, groups, friends and other tabs) to the bottom. This is a move that has already been implemented by many other apps, so it's nice to see Facebook finally catching on.
And while some members of the Android Central team were able to confirm the changes on their own devices, it seems that the update is triggered on the server side, as the company soon disabled the new user interface, and their phones returned to the old design later in the day. Obviously this is still a very
experimental feature, although hopefully Facebook is able to collect all the data it needs soon, so that it can finally make a change official and give our hands a little rest. Facebook introduces a new design for its Messenger app We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Source: Android
Central Android Auto has been updated to allow users to customize apps on home screens. Also considered are user interface assistant updates and some new interface changes. Some updates are widely rolled out, while others are only available with some hacks. The app masters in Android Police investigated the
changes in Android Autointerface and found some notable improvements. The ability to customize apps on the home screen has been added, and this feature should be rolling out to users now (although Android Police has a download link if you want to click the update now). Users can also add the current temperature
to the status bar - making it easier than ever to see how cold or hot it is outside. Source: Android Police Also, some other improvements are being tested on a more limited basis. These include some minor changes to the look of the Google Assistant pop-up when you call for Google's help, as well as some general user
interface changes. Since they were not widely available, we can assume that these features are only being tested. We were big fans of the latest update for Android Auto, calling it simpler, simpler and safer. Whether you're updating software or new to Android Auto, we also have a collection of tips to get started and use
voice control features efficiently. Google announced back in May that Android Auto would soon give way to Google Assistant driving mode, but so far the launch of the updated auto experience has failed to materialize. Drive Android Auto Safely This Car Mountain can wirelessly charging your phone and has a system
With a touch to maintain your phone is securely installed while driving. Hello everyone and welcome to the latest post in our special series for custom Android home screens made by some of our most inventive users! Last week's winner - Dzojezakon last week's results and we are pleased to announce that Dzojezakon
Dzojezakon top spot with 203 votes for its artsy and simplistic design. With that we move on to the candidates this week - we've chosen some very stylish discreet layouts that will definitely impress! Please note that if your own personalized creation is not included here, it does not mean that it will eventually not end up
on the site. We got a huge amount of entries, so we just might not have gotten to it yet. We'll continue to publish more custom masterpieces in the days and weeks to come, so stay tuned! Please u turn on your nickname, the phone that you use, and the name of your launcher/widgets/icon packages. Without further ado,
let's introduce the contenders this week ... SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER! Instagram launched Layout, a minimalist and simple photo collage app, as a temporary exclusive iOS back in late March. However, as announced earlier, the Facebook-owned company has now released an Android version of the app as
well. At first glance, Instagram Layout is basically the same on Android as it is on iOS, with the same basic features replicated on Google's mobile operating system. Layout is available for all Android smartphones running at least version 4.1 OS. Layout allows users to quickly create photo collages ready for Instagram,
right from their Android smartphones. Select up to 9 photos from your photo gallery, and the app will offer a layout based on the number of photos you choose. Once you select the layout, you can adjust the size of each photo, and you'll also be able to rotate or flip individual photos. The app can also emulate the photo
booth experience by creating a photo collage with your Android device's camera serving as a source. Layout's photo collage consists of a square form factor, which is the perfect side-by-side ratio for Instagram users. Obviously, uploading a photo collage to Instagram can be done without going out. Download Instagram
Layout for free from Google Play. SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER! Google announced the introduction of the layout of the Google Play Store on November 21 to optimize the store for tablet usersIn the official blog on Android Developers Blog, Google Play brings the optimization of tablets to the Google Play Store on
November 21, making it easier for tablet users to find Android apps. Read more: Google Pixel 3 XL review: Google's latest flagship excels at photos and softwareS release tablets such as the Nexus 7, Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1, and more dev blog states more than 70 million Android tablets have been activated in total.
Earlier this year, Google Play introduced a section for tablets in the Google Play Store for apps optimized for 7-inch and 10-inch tablets. Now the Play Store will experience a number of changes to make it easier for tablet users to find optimized apps for their tablets. Top lists now, by show apps and games designed
specifically for tablets (Top Paid, Top Free, Top Grossing, Top New Paid, Top New Free and Trending). The blog says: Tablet users will still be able to switch view so they can see all apps or games if they choose. In addition, apps that are not optimized for tablets will be called designed for phones. The updates are great
to entice Android developers to take advantage of the huge android tablet feature. Earlier this year, it was reported that the Google Play Store has overtaken the Apple App Store in downloading apps. Source: Android Developers Blog set relative layout bottom android. android relative layout bottom right. android studio
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